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ABSTRACT
This study investigates the computational design of thermo-mechanical systems. The optimization
simultaneously finds the best placement of devices as well as placement and size of routing segments.
The layout must satisfy geometric constraints to avoid interference between components. Constraints
based on physics models are also included. Physics constraints are important to designing a system
feasible for real world use, but are often overlooked in current methods for routing optimization. A
thermal conduction finite element model based on geometric projection is presented. Pressure drop
of the fluid in the routing is modeled with a lumped parameter pipe flow model. A parameterization
is developed that allows the use of gradient based optimization methods. Analytical sensitivities of
the physics models and geometric constraints with respect to the parameterization are derived. A
simple system is optimized using three different objective functions resulting in three significantly
different layouts, demonstrating the importance of including physics in the optimization problem.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
A common type of system consists of several devices that each perform a task, and some routing
which connects the devices to transfer energy between them. Examples of these systems are power
electronics circuits, printed circuit boards, and vehicle cooling systems. Electrified vehicles may
even have a power electronics system which requires an active cooling system thus utilizing two
systems of this type. These systems have many requirements, from performance to cost to geometry
and volume restrictions. Methods exist for automating the design of routing using algorithmic [16,
26] or optimization [18, 17, 27] methods. These have two shortcomings though. First, they only
consider the placement of routing, not the placement of devices, and second, they only consider the
most basic requirement of the routing not intersecting between components. The evaluation of other
system requirements including ones that require physics simulations is left to human designers. The
amount of time required for a designer to generate a feasible design and analyze its performance
limits the ability to explore the design space within a project timeline. This can lead to a system
design which, although it meets requirements, may not be optimal when considering all aspects of
the system. In this research computational methods will be used to generate designs faster and with
better performance than systems designed with the need for significant human input.
The first attempts at automating the design of component - routing systems focused on finding
optimal pipe routing when the location of the components that are being connected is known. A
ground structure approach has been used to minimize pressure loss in a pipe network [8]. In the
ground structure method a set of nodes is connected by pipe segments and the diameter of each
segment is optimized. This method has also been used in structural problems to optimize trusses
[1]. More recently genetic algorithm [18] and ant colony optimization [17, 27] methods have been
used to place routing between components in aircraft engines and oil industry equipment. The ant
colony method has also been applied to the problem of routing electrical wires in buildings [10].
Topology optimization, where the placement of material in a 2D or 3D domain is optimized, has
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been steadily improving. One of the most popular methods of parameterizing the design space is the
SIMP method [20, 12]. This method has been used to design structures for maximum stiffness [21]
or conducting heat [6, 2]. Topology optimization has also been used to optimize the placement of
components and their supporting structure [32, 31]. This allows sections of specific geometry, such as
a pattern of bolt holes, to be optimally distributed within a structure. The designs produced by these
methods often have the appearance of organic structures. With the rise of additive manufacturing
these structures have become feasible to produce [28]. There is still interest in optimizing designs
made from stock materials, typically using ground structure methods [25, 30], although projection
methods have also been suggested for solving these problems [14, 29].
Topology optimization of problems that include multiple different physics domains has also been
studied. The aerodynamic shape and internal structure of a wing has been simultaneously optimized
[7, 3, 15]. Additionally, de Kruijf et al and Takezawa et al performed optimization which included
both structural and thermal conduction requirements [9, 23]. These studies solved structural and
thermal finite element analysis problems and utilized the SIMP method. A method to optimize
pipe routing in an aircraft engine for an objective involving pressure loss and vibration response
was proposed by Liu and Jiao [11]. Equations were suggested to model the smoothness and vibra-
tion response of a piping section. The vibration and smoothness models did not involve solving a
continuum problem in the optimization process.
The optimal layout of routing has been undertaken in some of the research cited above. The
research presented here develops a novel technique to simultaneously optimize both devices and
routing. The optimization also goes beyond current methods by including continuum and lumped
parameter physics models as an objective function or constraint, in addition to purely geometric
equations. Sensitivity analysis is performed on these equations to enable the use of gradient based
optimization methods. Examples presented later in this paper consider thermal conduction on the
continuum level using the finite element method, and a lumped parameter pipe flow model. However,
the methods presented here could be extended to model other combinations of physics, for example
thermal-electric or structural-fluid systems. Chapter 2 will present the models used to simulate
the physics response of the system. Chapter 3 will state the optimization problem and sensitivity
analysis. Finally, results of optimizing systems with this method are shown in Chapter 4.
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Chapter 2
Physics models
2.1 Steady state thermal conduction
Temperature distribution at any point x in the domain will be modeled using the finite element
method. The strong form of the boundary value problem for heat conduction is given by
∇ · (κ∇T (x)) +Q = 0, x in Ω (2.1)
T (x) = T ∗, x on ΓT (2.2)
n · (κ∇T (x)) = q∗, x on Γq (2.3)
Here κ is the matrix of thermal conduction coefficients, T (x) is the temperature solution field, Q
is heat flux per unit volume in the domain, and n is the unit normal to the domain boundary.
Temperature, T ∗, and heat flux, q∗, boundary conditions are applied on ΓT and Γq portions of the
domain boundary respectively. The Galerkin weighted residual method will be used to construct a
weak form of the problem. A weight function, w, is applied to satisfy (2.1) in a weighted average
sense. ∫
Ω
w(∇ · κ∇T +Q)dΩ = 0 (2.4)
The divergence theorem is applied to the first term of (2.4) to give the final weak form.
−
∫
Ω
∇w · κ∇T dΩ +
∫
∂Ω
wn · ∇T︸ ︷︷ ︸
q∗
d∂Ω +
∫
Ω
wQ dΩ = 0 (2.5)
If the heat flux on the boundary is due to convection q∗ can be replaced with
q∗ = h(T − Tenv), (2.6)
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where h is the convection coefficient and Tenv is the temperature of the convecting fluid.
The problem is then discretized using isoparametric finite elements. The vector T contains the
local temperatures at the nodes of the finite element mesh. These are the values that the finite
element problem will solve. Element shape functions, N , and shape function gradients, B, are
selected to interpolate the solution from nodal solutions and serve as weighting functions. Making
these substitutions w = N , T = NT , and ∇T = BT the finite element equation is formed.
(∫
Ω
BTκB dΩ−
∫
Γq
hNNT dΓq
)
︸ ︷︷ ︸
K
T =
∫
Ω
QN dΩ +
∫
Γq
hTenvN dΓq︸ ︷︷ ︸
P
(2.7)
Here K is called the global stiffness matrix and P is called the global load vector. Equation (2.8)
results in a linear algebra problem which can be solved for nodal temperatures.
KT = P (2.8)
Shape functions are defined such that they are zero everywhere outside of the element, so the global
stiffness matrix and load vector are assembled element by element. The element stiffness matrix is
shown in equation (2.9) and the element load vector is shown in (2.10).
kel =
∫
Ωe
BTκB dΩe −
∫
∂Ωh
hNNT d∂Ωh (2.9)
pel =
∫
Ωe
QN dΩe +
∫
∂Ωh
hTenvN d∂Ωh (2.10)
The element equations (2.9) and (2.10) are integrated over the element domain, Ωe, and the element
boundary with convection boundary condition, ∂Ωh. Details on implementing the finite element
solution, such as element shape functions and integrating element equations, can be found in [5].
In this research the geometric projection method of Norato et al [14] will be used. This method
is an alternative to the SIMP method for parameterizing an optimization problem. In the original
work, the method was used to optimize structures while ensuring that the resulting design could be
made from stock materials such as structural beams. This method is advantageous for the routing
and packaging optimization problem as well. The geometric projection method will create designs
that can be manufactured out of standard circular pipes, while using a set of design variables that
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fit well with the lumped parameter model in section 2.2. The remainder of this section will review
the geometric projection method, and detail changes made for use with the routing and packaging
problem.
In the geometric projection method, each element in the mesh is given a density parameter ρi
corresponding to the ratio of solid material or void. Density of 1 corresponds to fully solid material
in the element and 0 corresponds to fully void. The material properties for each element stiffness
matrix are then scaled by the element density parameter. Leaving out the convection boundary
condition term, the element stiffness matrix is
ki = (ρmin + (1− ρmin)ρpi )
∫
Ωe
BTκB dΩ (2.11)
= (ρmin + (1− ρmin)ρpi )k0 (2.12)
where p is a penalization parameter used to penalize intermediate densities between 1 and 0 leading
to a projection with less gray area between solid and void. The convection boundary condition term
is left out because it will not be scaled by the density parameter. If a regular mesh with all elements
being the same shape and size is used, then equation (2.12) can be applied since the integral term is
the same for all elements. A minimum density, ρmin, is enforced to prevent singularity in the global
stiffness matrix. For structural problems, the smallest ρmin that prevents ill conditioning is used. In
thermal problems though, a minimum density can be chosen to simulate the thermal conductivity
of the surrounding medium, for example air. The density of each element is found by projecting a
geometric shape onto the mesh. Norato et al proposed bars with rounded ends as a shape which
could be projected easily, and the same will be used here. Each bar will have three parameters,
segment start and end points x0 and xf , and bar width w, see figure 2.1. The parameter for out of
plane thickness is left out here because we will not allow bars to be removed. The bars will form a
flow network and if they were allowed to disappear the flow would be broken. The signed distance
between a bar q and an element with center at p is
φq(dq(xq0 ,xqf ,p), w) = dq(xq0 ,xqf ,p)−
w
2
(2.13)
where dq is the distance between the segment q and point p. This distance depends on whether p is
closest to an endpoint or the connecting line. The distance equation (2.14) is replicated here from
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Figure 2.1: Bar projection
Norato et al [14].
dq =

||b|| if a · b ≤ 0
||g|| if 0 < a · b < a · a
||e|| if a · b ≥ a · a
(2.14)
Where
a = xqf − xq0 (2.15)
b = p− xq0 (2.16)
e = p− xqf (2.17)
g =
[
I − 1||a||2a⊗ a
]
b (2.18)
A circle of radius r is placed at the element center. The density assigned to each element is the area
of the circle covered by the bar divided by total area of the circle, see shaded area of figure 2.1. The
density as a function of signed distance is shown below.
ρq(dq(xq0,xqf ,p), r) =

0 φq > r
1
pir2
[
r2 cos−1
(
φq(dq)
r
)
− φq(dq)
√
r2 − φq(dq)2
]
−r ≤ φq ≤ r
1 φq < −r
(2.19)
In the routing and packaging optimization problem there are also devices which need to be
modeled in the finite element analysis. Devices will be approximated as polygonal shapes with
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Figure 2.2: Device projection
straight edges. Each device will be defined by a reference point, cd, and a set of vectors, bi, pointing
from the reference point to polygon vertices. The device densities are calculated by first projecting
each edge of the polygon and then filling in elements inside the polygon with density of 1, see figure
2.2. Densities for each edge ρ˜e are calculated using (2.19). End points of edge segments, xe0 and
xef , are found by:
xe0 = xi = cd + bi (2.20)
xef = xi+1 = cd + bi+1 (2.21)
The densities of all the edges in the device are then merged by using a p-norm approximation of the
maximum density.
ρd(cd,p) =
[
Ne∑
e=1
(ρ˜e(de(xe0 ,xef ,p)))
p
] 1
p
(2.22)
After merging edge densities, all elements with centers inside the polygon are assigned ρd = 1.
Elements with centers inside the polygon can be found using the MATLAB function inpoly() or
using the algorithm described in [4].
Finally the density used in equation (2.12) is calculated by merging densities of all bars and
devices.
ρi =
 Nq∑
q=1
(ρq(dq(xq0 ,xqf ,pi)))
p +
Nd∑
d=1
(ρd(cd,pi))
p
 1p (2.23)
Devices may also add or take heat from the domain. The projection in equation (2.22) will be used
to accomplish this. Rather than assuming a constant internal heat generation Q, each device will
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have its own Qd value. Element load vectors are then modified using this Qd and the device density.
pe =
Nd∑
d=1
ρpdeQd
∫
Ωe
NdΩe (2.24)
=
Nd∑
d=1
ρpdeQdp0 (2.25)
The convection boundary condition term of equation (2.10) is left out again as it will not be scaled
with density.
2.2 Lumped parameter pipe flow model
Consider a power electronics system with liquid cooling. The pump used to move fluid through the
cooling loop will consume power that could be used elsewhere, and it will add to the volume and
weight of the system. It is of interest to minimize the pressure drop in the cooling loop to reduce
the power demand on the pump. Alternatively a pump may already be selected and the power
consumption accounted for. In this case we wish to optimize some other aspect of the system while
constraining the pressure drop below the rated value for the pump. Both cases will be explored in
chapter 4 but first, calculation of pressure losses in a flow loop will be presented here.
The cooling loop will be modeled using a lumped parameter pipe flow model. The lumped pa-
rameter model uses empirical relations to model sections of the flow loop with only a few parameters
[19]. The lumped parameter model is relatively fast to solve and has few parameters compared to
computational fluid dynamics methods, making the lumped parameter model ideal for optimization
problems. Several assumptions are made for modeling pipe flow in this research:
1. Flow is incompressible
2. All components are in series with no branches
3. Everything is in the same plane relative to ground (no height change)
4. Flow rate at the inlet is known
5. Flow is turbulent everywhere
Most of these assumptions could be relaxed if more accuracy is desired, with the penalty of increased
computational expense and more complex sensitivity analysis.
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We begin with equation (2.26) which is derived in detail from an energy balance in [19]. Each
term in the equation is put in a form to have units of length. This is the standard form as pressure
losses for devices and pipe components are reported in units of pressure head (m). The equation
relates head loss HL to pressure, P , and velocity, V at points 1 and 2 in the flow loop.
HL =
P1 − P2
ρw
+
V 21 − V 22
2g
(2.26)
Where ρw is the weight density and g is gravitational acceleration. Rearranging equation (2.26) to
find the pressure difference between two points gives:
P1 − P2
ρw
= HL − V
2
1 − V 22
2g
(2.27)
The flow rate in the system is known so velocity at any point can easily be calculated.
Vi =
Q
Ai
(2.28)
Here Q is the volumetric flow rate and Ai is the cross sectional area of the pipe at the point of
interest. This leaves only the head loss to be determined. Head loss is a proxy that captures energy
loss which occurs between points 1 and 2 for reasons other than velocity change. Head loss, in units
of length, is the standard for reporting pressure in flow systems, with pump efficiency and system
characterization curves reported in terms of head [24]. Equations for calculating head loss for many
components of a pipe flow system can be found in [19], but here only two will be of interest: first,
losses do to friction between the fluid and pipe wall, sometimes called major loss; second, losses due
to elbows connecting straight segments of pipe. Each straight segment of pipe and each elbow has
a loss coefficient, K, assigned based on the geometry of the segment. Total head loss for npe pipe
elements in series can be calculated by combining the loss coefficients according to the equation:
HL =
w˙2
2gρ2w
npe∑
i=1
Ki
A2i
(2.29)
where w˙ is the weight flow rate.
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The loss coefficient for a straight segment of pipe with length li and diameter di is
Ksi = fi
li
di
, (2.30)
and for an elbow with bend angle αi and bend radius ri
Kei = fiαi
ri
di
+ (0.1 + 2.4fi) sin
(αi
2
)
+
6.6fi(sin(
αi
2 ) +
√
sin(αi2 ) + εs)(
ri
di
)4αi/pi − fi 2lcdi . (2.31)
See figure 2.3 for a description of the elbow geometry. In equation (2.31) a small perturbation εs
has been added to make the expression differentiable at α = 0. The first term in equation (2.31)
accounts for frictional losses in the arc length of the elbow. The final term reduces the loss coefficient
to account for the length of straight pipe that is clipped off by the elbow, lc. Implementing loss
coefficient in this way allows each pipe section to be modular. If the length of straight pipe were
reduced directly at the straight loss coefficient calculation, information about the connecting pipe
and elbow would be needed. The bend angle is found by defining two vectors a and b based on the
endpoints of two connected segments.
a = xaf − xa0 (2.32)
b = xbf − xb0 (2.33)
Then from the definition of dot product:
θ = cos−1 (v) (2.34)
where
v = (1− εc) a · b||a||||b|| (2.35)
A perturbation εc has been incorporated into equation (2.35) to restrict the range so that v ∈
[0, (1 − εc)]. This is done to avoid the undefined derivative of θ when v = 1. Angle α in (2.31) is
defined as the supplementary angle of θ.
α = pi − θ (2.36)
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Figure 2.3: Pipe elbow geometry
Clipped length is calculated with the equation
lc = ri
√
1 + v
1− v . (2.37)
The variable fi is called the friction factor and it appears in both loss coefficient equations.
Friction factor is a function of Reynold’s number, and can also account for roughness of pipe walls.
Many equations for friction factor have been developed based on experimental results. In the present
work the equation for turbulent flow in smooth pipes proposed by Blasius is used [13].
fi = 0.3164Re
−0.25
i , (2.38)
with Reynold’s number
Rei =
Vidiρm
µ
, (2.39)
where ρm is mass density and µ is viscosity of the fluid. The use of the thermal conductivity and
pipe flow models in optimization will be discussed in Chapter 3.
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Chapter 3
Optimization problem and
sensitivity analysis
This section will formally state the optimization problem, and provide derivations for the sensitivities
needed to use gradient based optimization methods. The models presented in Chapter 2 lead to a
specific choice of design variables which will be discussed in this section. Furthermore, this set of
design variables can be used to define geometric constraints to prevent interference between different
components of the system.
In this research the system that is being optimized consists of a number of devices and the routing
which connects the devices, for example see figures 4.2 or 4.6. The goal is to find the optimal system
layout. System layout will be defined as the placement of the devices and routing in space, as well
as some size parameters such as diameter of routing. Each device and element of the routing will
be parameterized as generally as possible. This simplifies calculation of sensitivities and also allows
programming the problem in an object oriented manner. More complex devices and routing can be
modeled without much additional work because of the use of object oriented programming.
In addition to cd and bi introduced in chapter 2, devices may have ports with location pi relative
to the reference point. Ports are the locations where routing is connected to the device. As the
reference point moves the polygon and ports will move with it. The shape of devices and location of
ports will not be optimized, therefore the only design variable for each device is the location of cd.
It has been useful to allow some devices to be fixed by excluding the reference point for that device
from the design variables for the problem. This can be used to specify interaction points with parts
of the system that are not part of the optimization. Pairs of ports will be connected by routing
as defined by the needs of the system. Each connection will be made up of one or more straight
segments of routing. Increasing the number of segments in a connection allows more options in the
design space, but will be more computationally expensive. The routing segments have parameters
for the start and end points, xi0 and xif respectively, and width, wi. These can all change during
the optimization so they are all part of the design variables for the problem.
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The models presented in chapter 2 are explicitly calculated in terms of the above parameteri-
zation, so sensitivity calculation with respect to those parameters is straightforward. Although, a
problem arises around the connections between two routing segments, or a routing segment and a
device port. Since each element of the system has its own independent parameters there is nothing
to prevent the optimizer from breaking the connections. There are two ways to solve this issue.
The first method attempts to enforce constraints between connected points. The constraint could
be implemented as either a linear equality (3.1) or nonlinear inequality (3.2) constraint.
xi − xj = 0 (3.1)
(xi − xj)2 − ε ≤ 0 (3.2)
Not all optimization algorithms allow the use of equality constraints, making the nonlinear version
more generally useful. If the nonlinear version is used it requires a large number of nonlinear
constraints, increasing the solve time. In practice, a small amount of error ε had to be allowed to
prevent the optimization from failing due to over constraint, but still had difficulty converging.
The second method to solve the connection problem makes the connections implicit. This method
makes use of two design variable vectors termed the expanded and reduced design variables. Consider
a system with nd devices and ns routing segments. The expanded design variable vector
z′ := [c1, ..., cnd ,x10 ,x1f , w1, ...,xns0 ,xnsf , wns ]
T
contains all the parameters discussed above for each element in the layout. The reduced design
variable vector contains only the reference points of free devices, cfd , locations where routing segments
meet, xfi , and width of each connection, wi. It is assumed that the width of all segments that connect
two ports are the same as it is uncommon to change diameters of electrical wiring or piping between
two components. The reduced design vector is then
z := [cf1 , ..., c
f
ndf
,xf1 , ...,x
f
nsf
, w1, ..., wnc ]
T ,
where ndf is the number of free devices, nsf is the number of points where routing segments meet,
and nc is the number of connections between pairs of ports. With these two vectors set, up a
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mapping can be defined from the reduced design variables to the expanded design variables.
z′ = Mz + P (3.3)
The matrix M , called the mapping matrix, contains only ones and zeros. It is straightforward to
compute by determining which elements of z and z′ correspond to each other. The vector P is
used for fixed devices as they are not in the reduced design variable vector, but have a fixed value
throughout the optimization. Also, segment endpoints which are connected to device ports are
mapped to the device reference point in the reduced design variable vector by including an offset
corresponding to the port location pi. It should be noted that the mapping only goes in one direction
because the mapping matrix is not generally invertible.
By using two design variable vectors, we get the advantage of both easy calculation of sensitivities
and an implicit connection between pipes and devices. All calculations of objective functions and
constraints, and their sensitivities are done in terms of the expanded design variable vector. Then,
the sensitivities are computed in terms of the reduced design variables by using the chain rule.
df
dz
=
∂f
∂z′
dz′
dz
(3.4)
dz′
dz
= M (3.5)
The optimizer uses the reduced design variables as the primary set of variables so connections are
enforced without needing additional constraints. To maintain correspondence between reduced and
expanded vectors, the mapping (3.3) is applied each time the reduced design variable vector is
updated.
Now that the parameterization of the design space has been determined, the optimization problem
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can be stated.
min
x
f
s.t. KT = P
gphys ≤ 0
gdd ≤ 0
gsd ≤ 0
gss ≤ 0
Here f is the objective function and g are constraints. The function f can be any one of the
objectives discussed in section 3.1. The constraints gphys are constraints which depend on solutions
to the physics models. The interference constraints gdd, gsd, and gss prevent interference between
two devices, one routing segment and one device, and two routing segments respectively. These
constraints are independent of any physics models, so they are all explicit functions in terms of the
design variables.
3.1 Objective and physics constraints
This section will formulate objective functions and their derivatives for the optimization problem.
Objective functions and physics constraints are discussed here because they both depend on the
solution to one of the physics models. Also, the same function could be used either as an objective
function or a constraint. The only change would be how it is specified to the optimizer.
The first function will relate to the solution of the lumped parameter flow model. The function
is:
f1 = HL (3.6)
The objective is to minimize the head loss in the flow loop as calculated in equation (2.29). When
head loss is used as an objective or constraint the radius of each pipe elbow is also a design variable.
The elbow radii ri are added onto the end of expanded and reduced design vectors with a one to
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one mapping. The total derivative using the chain rule is
dHL
dx′
=
∂HL
∂x′
+
npe∑
i=1
∂HL
∂Ki
dKi
dx′
. (3.7)
The design variable vector contains device reference point coordinates, bar end coordinates, bar
widths, and elbow radii. For each routing segment, the pipe diameter will be equal to the bar width.
The only nonzero elements of the explicit derivative ∂HL∂x′ are those corresponding to bar width.
∂HL
∂di
= − pidiw˙
2
2gρ2wA
2
i
npe∑
i=1
Ki (3.8)
For each lumped parameter element, whether a straight section or elbow, the following equation
applies:
∂HL
∂Ki
=
1
A2i
w˙2
2gρ2w
(3.9)
The final derivative in equation (3.7), dKidx′ , depends whether the element is a straight or elbow
section. For a straight section design variables are segment end points xi0 and xif and segment
diameter di. The sensitives are given below.
dKsi
dxi0
=
fi
dili
(xi0 − xif ) (3.10)
dKsi
dxif
=
fi
dili
(xif − xi0) (3.11)
dKsi
ddi
= −fili
d2i
+
li
di
dfi
ddi
(3.12)
dfi
ddi
= 0.0791Re−1.25
4m˙
piµd2i
(3.13)
If the lumped parameter element is an elbow, the design variables are the four end points of connected
segments, xa0 , xaf , xb0 , and xbf , diameter, di, and radius of the elbow, ri. It is assumed that the
diameters of connected segments are the same so there is only one diameter variable. The sensitivity
of the elbow loss coefficient with respect to pipe diameter is
dKei
ddi
=
∂Kei
∂di
+
∂Kei
∂fi
dfi
ddi
(3.14)
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Equation (3.13) can be used again here. Partial derivatives required for equation (3.14) are
∂Kei
∂di
= −fiαi ri
d2i
+ 6.6
(
4αi
pi
)
fi
(
sin
(αi
2
)
+
√
sin
(αi
2
)
+ εs
)
r(−4αi/pi)d(4αi/pi)−1 + fi
2lc
d2i
(3.15)
∂Kei
∂fi
= αi
ri
di
+ 2.4 sin
(αi
2
)
+
6.6
(
sin
(
αi
2
)
+
√
sin
(
αi
2
)
+ εs
)
(
r
d
)4αi/pi − 2lcdi (3.16)
With respect to elbow radius, the sensitivity is:
dKei
dri
= fiαi
1
di
− 6.64αi
pi
fe
(
sin
(αi
2
)
+
√
sin
(αi
2
)
+ εs
)
r(−4αi/pi)−1d(4αi/pi) − 2fi
di
dlc
dri
(3.17)
The chain rule can be used to calculate sensitivities with respect to the four segment end points.
dKei
dxa0
=
∂Kei
∂αi
dαi
dxa0
− 2fi
di
dlc
dxa0
(3.18)
with
∂Kei
∂αi
= fi
ri
di
+
1
2
(0.1 + 2.4fe) cos
(αi
2
)
+
26.4
pi
fi
(
sin
(αi
2
)
+
√
sin
(αi
2
)
+ εs
)(
d
r
)(4αi/pi)
ln
(
d
r
)
+ 6.6fi
(
d
r
)(4αi/pi)1
4
1√
sin
(
αi
2
)
+ εs
cos
(αi
2
)
+
1
2
cos
(αi
2
) (3.19)
The derivatives of angle α are
dαi
dxa0
=
∂αi
∂v
dv
dxa0
, (3.20)
with
∂αi
∂v
=
1√
1− v2 . (3.21)
The required derivatives of the clipped length are as follows.
dlc
dri
=
√
1 + v
1− v (3.22)
dlc
dxa0
=
∂lc
∂v
dv
dxa0
(3.23)
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where
∂lc
∂v
=
ri
(1− v)2
√
1− v
1 + v
. (3.24)
The calculations in equations (3.20) and (3.23) require derivatives of v with respect to the four bar
end points.
dv
dxaf
= − dv
dxa0
= (1− εc)
[
b
||a||||b|| −
1
||a||3||b|| (a · b)a
]
(3.25)
dv
dxbf
= − dv
dxb0
= (1− εc)
[
a
||a||||b|| −
1
||a||||b||3 (a · b)b
]
(3.26)
A second objective function is to minimize one of the device temperatures. Temperature at the
device reference point will be used, so the objective equation is:
f2 = T (cd) (3.27)
This objective is a function of temperature which is the solution to the thermal finite element
problem. The finite element solution (2.8) is a function of the design variables. Explicit derivatives,
denoted ∂f∂x , capture the direct sensitivity of a function with respect to the variable x. Implicit
derivatives, denoted dfdx , capture indirect sensitivities of the objective through the finite element
solution. Implicit derivatives are more difficult to calculate in closed form. The total derivative of a
function with respect to a design variable x is
df
dx
=
∂f
∂x
+
∂f
∂y
dy
dx
(3.28)
The adjoint method will be used to eliminate the need to calculate implicit derivatives. In order
to do this equation (2.8) is rearranged into a residual equation and partitioned into blocks p and
f . Blocks denoted by superscript p correspond to prescribed temperature degrees of freedom, and
blocks denoted by superscript f correspond to free (unknown) temperature degrees of freedom.
R
p
Rf
 =
Kpp Kpf
Kfp Kff

T
p
T f
−
P
p
P f
 = 0 (3.29)
A state variable vector will be defined y = [P p,T f ]T which are the values solved for in the finite
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element problem. The vector P p is the flux at nodes where prescribed temperature boundary
conditions are applied, and T f are temperatures at all remaining nodes.
A new function is defined including the objective function, f , residual, R, and an adjoint vector,
Ψ.
Π = f + ΨTR (3.30)
Since the residual is zero, Π is equal to f and their total derivatives will also be equal. The derivative
of Π is
dΠ
dx
=
∂f
∂x
+
∂f
∂y
dy
dx
+ ΨT
(
∂R
∂x
+
∂R
∂y
dy
dx
)
(3.31)
Implicit derivatives dydx are grouped together.
dΠ
dx
=
∂f
∂x
+ ΨT
∂R
∂x
+
(
∂f
∂y
+ ΨT
∂R
∂y
)
dy
dx
(3.32)
Then an adjoint vector is chosen such that the implicit derivative is eliminated. The resulting
equation for the adjoint vector is
Ψ = −
[
∂R
∂y
]−T [
∂f
∂y
]T
. (3.33)
The remaining terms in equation (3.32) are used to calculate the total derivative.
df
dx
=
dΠ
dx
=
∂f
∂x
+ ΨT
∂R
∂x
(3.34)
The derivative of the residual with respect to state variable vector results in a matrix which can be
constructed from the global stiffness matrix.
[
∂R
∂y
]
=
−I Kpf
0 Kff
 (3.35)
The temperature at an arbitrary location in the domain needs to be calculated by interpolation from
nodal temperatures.
T (cd) = N
T (ξ, η)Tel (3.36)
Where ξ and η are the location of cd in the local element coordinate system, and Tel is the vector
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of element nodal temperatures. When a structured mesh is used, local element coordinates can
easily be calculated. The only nonzero derivative with respect to design variables x′ is for the device
reference point. Using the definition of the matrix B = dNdx explicit derivatives of f2 can then be
calculated.
∂f2
∂cd
= BTTel (3.37)
∂f2
∂y
= N(ξ, η) (3.38)
The derivative of the residual with respect to design variables is calculated using the chain rule.
dR
dx′i
=
∂R
∂ρe
dρe
dx′i
(3.39)
Finally, taking into account (2.9) and (2.8) the total derivative is
df2
dx′i
=
∂f2
∂x′i
+
Ne∑
e=1
p(1− ρmin)ρ(p−1)e ΨTe k0 Te
dρe
dx′i
+
Nd∑
d=1
Qd
Ne∑
e=1
pρ
(p−1)
de Ψ
T
e p0
dρde
dx′i
. (3.40)
Where Ne is the number of finite elements in the mesh, ρe is the element density from equation
(2.23), ρde is device element density from equation (2.22), and Ψe and Te are the adjoint and
temperature vectors corresponding to element degrees of freedom.
The derivative of the geometric projection is the final part of equation (3.40). The derivative of
density resulting from the merge in equation (2.23) is:
dρ
dx′i
=
Nq∑
q=1
(
ρq
ρ
)p−1
dρq
dx′i
+
Nd∑
d=1
(
ρd
ρ
)p−1
dρd
dx′i
(3.41)
The derivatives of the routing segment projection are calculated with the following equation.
dρq
dx′i
=
∂ρq
∂φq
dφq
dx′i
(3.42)
with
∂ρq
∂φq
=

− 2pir2
√
r2 − d2q if − r ≤ dq ≤ r
0 otherwise
(3.43)
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dφq
dxq0
=

− b||b|| if a · b ≤ 0
1
||g||
[
1
||a||2
(
(a⊗ b)T + (a · b)I)− I] g if 0 < a · b < a · a
0 if a · b ≥ a · a
(3.44)
dφq
dxqf
=

0 if a · b ≤ 0
− 1||g||||a||2
(
(a⊗ b)T + (a · b)I) g if 0 < a · b < a · a
− e||e|| if a · b ≥ a · a
(3.45)
dφq
dw
= −1
2
. (3.46)
For devices, the design variable is the device reference point location.
dρd
dcd
= ρ1−pd
Ne∑
e=1
(ρ˜e)
p−1 ∂ρ˜e
∂cd
, (3.47)
where
∂ρ˜e
∂cd
=
∂ρ˜e
∂xe0
∂xe0
∂cd
+
∂ρ˜e
∂xef
∂xe0
∂cd
. (3.48)
Derivatives with respect to edge ends appear here as ∂ρ˜e∂xe0
and ∂ρ˜e∂xef
. These can both be calculated
using equation (3.42) because routing and device edges are projected with the same equation. From
the definition of edge endpoints in equations (2.20) and (2.21), derivatives
∂xe0
∂c and
∂xef
∂c are the
identity matrix. The density derivative of any element inside the device polygon is set to ∂ρd∂c = 0.
To justify making the sensitivity of interior elements zero, imagine perturbing the reference point of
the device by a small amount. Most elements inside the polygon are still inside the polygon so there
is no change in the density. Few elements near the edges may have switched from being inside the
polygon to in the edge bar or vice versa. These elements will be near the bar center and should still
have a density of 1.
3.2 Geometric constraints
The interference constraint equations will be presented below along with sensitivity analysis. Any
constraint involving a device is not enforced on the device boundary but on a bounding circle with
radius rb centered at the device reference point. The radius can be found by taking the maximum
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vertex distance from the device reference point, see figure 3.1a and 3.1b. The constraint between
two devices i and j, and its sensitivity are shown below. See figure 3.1a for an illustration of the
constraint.
gdd = (rbi + r
b
j)
2 − ||cj − ci||2 ≤ 0 (3.49)
dgdd
dci
= 2(cj − ci) (3.50)
dgdd
dcj
= −2(cj − ci) (3.51)
For the constraint between a device i and a segment of routing j we will use previous results from
projecting a bar onto the mesh. As an intermediate step in the projection, the distance between a
line segment and a point was found. Here the distance will be found between the line segment and
a device reference point rather than a mesh element center. The constraint function is:
gsd =
wj
2
+ rbi − dij ≤ 0 (3.52)
Sensitivities
ddij
dxj0
and
ddij
dxjf
are already known from previous results as well as dg
sd
dwj
= 12 . The device
reference point is a design variable, whereas the element centers were not treated as design variables
in previous results, so an additional sensitivity needs to be calculated.
ddij
dci
=

b
||b|| a · b ≤ 0
1
||g||
(
I − 1||a||2 (a⊗ a)
)
g 0 < a · b < a · a
e
||e|| a · b ≥ a · a
(3.53)
A constraint to prevent interference between two routing segments requires finding the distance
between two line segments. Reference [22] describes an algorithm for calculating the distance between
two line segments. First the two segments are extended into infinite lines and the minimum distance
is found. If the minimum occurs at a point on the line outside of the segment endpoints, then a
series of cases must be tried to find distance between endpoints and the other segment. MATLAB
code to compute the minimum distance between two segments, and the derivative with respect to
the segment endpoints is included in the appendix. The constraint to avoid interference between
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(a) Constraint between two de-
vices
(b) Constraint between a device
and routing segment
(c) Constraint between two rout-
ing segments
Figure 3.1: Geometric constraints
routing segments a and b with minimum distance between them dab is presented below.
gss =
(wa
2
+
wb
2
)2
− d2ab ≤ 0 (3.54)
The squared distance is used to avoid undefined derivatives due to a square root operation when the
distance is zero. Sensitivity with respect to segment end points can be found in the MATLAB code
in the appendix. Sensitivity with respect to the bar widths are:
dgss
dwa
=
dgss
dwb
=
(wa
2
+
wb
2
)
(3.55)
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Chapter 4
Results
The above method will be used to optimize the packing and routing of two different systems. The
first system consists of three identical devices connected in a loop. A comparison of the results using
three different objective functions will be made. The second system optimization will incorporate
complexity which would be useful for optimizing an actual system such as fixed points and unique
devices. Boundary conditions for the thermal problem will be the same for both systems. The
boundary conditions for the thermal problem are a fixed temperature of 100 ℃ on the right edge,
insulated on the left edge, and forced convection on the top and bottom edges, see figure 4.1.
The forced convection has an environment temperature of 0 ℃ and convection coefficient h = 35.4
W/(m2K). The thermal finite element problem was modeled on a structured mesh of 150x150 four
node quadrilateral elements. The MATLAB sequential quadratic programming (sqp) optimization
method was used for all optimizations below.
The system depicted in figure 4.2 will be optimized according to three different objective func-
tions. The system has three 0.06 m x 0.06 m square devices. Each device generates 3000 W/m2 of
heat. Routing connects the devices in a loop. Each connection has four segments, although the seg-
ments connected to device ports are fixed relative to the device. This was done so that the constraint
Figure 4.1: Boundary condition for thermal finite element analysis
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between devices and routing can be applied to all free routing segments. Each connection between
two ports has one free intersection point as a design variable. The thermal conductivity of the solid
material is 54 W/(m K) and .032 W/(m K) is used for void. The domain for the optimization is 0.5
m x 0.5 m. A projection radius of 0.00236 m, circumscribing the finite element was used and the
penalization parameter was 3. Properties of fluid flow in the routing are listed in table 4.1. Test
A, B, and C will minimize head loss, temperature of device 3, and bounding box respectively. The
optimization problem statements are below. Test A problem statement is
min
x
f = Hl
s.t. T (c1), T (c2), T (c3) ≤ Tc
ggeo ≤ 0
KT = P .
Test B problem statement is
min
x
f = T (c3)
s.t. T (c1), T (c2) ≤ Tc
Hl ≤ Hlc
ggeo ≤ 0
KT = P .
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Figure 4.2: Initial system layout for test A, B, and C. Device numbers shown. Blue diamonds are
design variable locations.
Test C problem statement is
min
x
f = (max(x)−min(x))(max(y)−min(y))
s.t. T (c1), T (c2), T (c3) ≤ Tc
Hl ≤ Hlc
ggeo ≤ 0
KT = P .
The critical device temperature, Tc, for all three devices is 30 ℃. Head loss constraints, Hlc , of 4 m
and 5 m will be used to quantify the effect of this constraint on the outcome. Here all geometric
constraints from section 3.2 have been lumped together into ggeo. The objective function of test C
is the area of a bounding box aligned to the x and y axis containing all devices and routing.
The resulting layout from test A is shown in figure 4.3. Head loss in this layout is 2.063 m. In
order to satisfy device temperature constraints one of the routing connections touches the convection
boundary. This conducts heat from the devices through the routing to the boundary where it can be
dissipated. The optimization tries to balance creating smooth bends with reducing the length of pipe
to minimize head loss. Table 4.2 contains the objective values for test B with two different head loss
constraint values. The optimal layouts are shown in figure 4.4. Both layouts have routing touching
the top boundary to dissipate heat from devices. The layout for the 4 m head loss constraint has
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symbol value
density ρm 1072 kg/m
3
viscosity µ 0.068 kg/(m s)
flow rate Q 0.001 m3/s
max pipe diameter - 0.02 m
Table 4.1: Fluid flow properties
Figure 4.3: Optimal layout of test A
smoother elbows which results in a 80.4 % increase in the temperature of the third device. Results of
test C are in table 4.3 and final layouts are in figure 4.5. The layout for the 4 m head loss objective
again requires smoother elbows and results in a 16.6 % increase in the bounding box area. Each
objective function produces significantly different optimal layouts. It is up to the designer of the
system to choose which is most important for that system.
A theoretical power electronics cooling system was optimized using this method. The initial
system layout is depicted in figure 4.6 and properties of the devices are given in table 4.4. There
are two battery packs and an AC/DC converter which add heat to the thermal problem, and a heat
exchanger which removes heat. Connections to the outside are fixed on the right boundary of the
domain. Boundary conditions and flow properties are same as the first problem, except the domain
has been enlarged to 1 m x 1 m and maximum pipe diameter is 0.03 m. There are two free points
in each connection to allow more complex routing. The optimization was run with head loss and
Head Loss (m) objective (℃) % increase
≤ 5 10.16 -
≤ 4 18.33 80.4
Table 4.2: Results of test B
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(a) 5 m head loss constraint (b) 4 m head loss constraint
Figure 4.4: Final layouts for test B.
Head Loss (m) objective (m2) % increase
≤ 5 0.0156 -
≤ 4 0.0182 16.6
Table 4.3: Results of test C
(a) 5 m head loss constraint (b) 4 m head loss constraint
Figure 4.5: Final layouts for test C.
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Figure 4.6: Initial layout of power electronics cooling system
Device number Description Qd (W/m
2) Tmax (℃)
1 Battery 5000 30
2 Battery 5000 30
3 AC/DC converter 1000 70
4 Heat exchanger -2000 -
Table 4.4: Device properties
bounding box objective functions. The bounding box optimization had a head loss constraint of
1.5 m in addition to device temperature constraints. Resulting layouts are shown in figure 4.7 and
some values from the final layouts are in table 4.5. In the head loss optimization, device 1 and 2
temperature constraints were active, and in the bounding box optimization, device 1 temperature
and head loss constraints were active. As expected the layout for the bounding box objective has
sharper turns at the elbows with several close to 90 degrees. The head loss objective layout has a
higher total piping length but lower head loss. This suggests that elbow geometry is the dominant
contributor to head loss.
objective Hl (m) bounding box (m
2) T1 (℃) T2 (℃) T3 (℃)
head loss 0.876 0.711 30.0 30.0 27.3
bounding box 1.50 0.311 30.0 22.9 17.2
Table 4.5: Power electronics cooling system optimization results. Objective value highlighted in
gray.
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(a) Optimal layout for pressure
objective
(b) Optimal layout for bounding
box objective
Figure 4.7: Optimal layouts of power electronics cooling system
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Chapter 5
Conclusion
A method of simultaneously optimizing the placement of devices and the routing which connects
them was presented. The optimization problem takes into account physics-based and geometric
objective functions and constraints. Finite element and lumped parameter physics models can both
be used in the same optimization problem to model different types of physics.
The geometric projection method of Norato et al was extended to project objects of arbitrary
polygonal shapes rather than just bars. A set of design variables was developed which is applicable
to the projection method, lumped parameter model, and geometric constraints. By using a mapping
between expanded and reduced design variables sensitivities can be calculated easily, and connections
between pipe segments are enforced without needing additional constraints.
The method was used to optimize a simple 3 device system according to different objective func-
tions. Each objective function resulted in a significantly different optimal layout. This highlights
the need for the system designer to understand which aspects of the system are important. Another
system with fixed interaction points, complex device shapes, and more routing segments was opti-
mized. These features are all useful in designing a real device-routing system. The method presented
here could lead to faster development of systems, which are smaller and perform better than those
designed by conventional design methods.
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Appendix A
Distance between segments
MATLAB code
function [ sqDist , dd dx ] = sqDistance ( xa0 , xaf , xb0 , xbf )
%segmentDistance c a l c u l a t e s minimum squared d i s t ance between
% two l i n e segments
% xa0 , xa f − end po in t s o f f i r s t segment − row vec to r
% xb0 , x b f − end po in t s o f second segment − row vec to r
% re turns dd dx in order [ xa0 , xaf , xb0 , x b f ]
dim = s ize ( xa0 , 2 ) ;
I = eye (dim , dim ) ;
z = zeros (dim , dim ) ;
u = xaf − xa0 ;
dudx = [− I I z z ] ;
v = xbf − xb0 ;
dvdx = [ z z −I I ] ;
w = xa0 − xb0 ;
dwdx = [ I z −I z ] ;
a = u∗u ’ ;
b = u∗v ’ ;
c = v∗v ’ ;
d = u∗w’ ;
e = v∗w’ ;
dadx = 2∗u∗dudx ;
dbdx = v∗dudx + u∗dvdx ;
dcdx = 2∗v∗dvdx ;
dddx = w∗dudx + u∗dwdx ;
dedx = w∗dvdx + v∗dwdx ;
D = a∗c−b ˆ2 ;
dDdx = a∗dcdx + c∗dadx − 2∗b∗dbdx ;
sD = D;
tD = D;
dsddx = dDdx ;
dtddx = dDdx ;
eps = 1e−5; % to l e r anc e f o r near l y p a r a l l e l
i f D < eps
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% segments are near l y p a r a l l e l
sN = 0 ;
sD = 1 ;
tN = e ;
tD = c ;
dsndx = zeros (1 ,4∗dim ) ;
dsddx = zeros (1 ,4∗dim ) ;
dtndx = dedx ;
dtddx = dcdx ;
else
sN = (b∗e−c∗d ) ;
tN = ( a∗e−b∗d ) ;
dsndx = e∗dbdx + b∗dbdx − d∗dcdx − c∗dddx ;
dtndx = a∗dedx + e∗dadx − d∗dbdx − b∗dddx ;
i f sN < 0
sN = 0 ;
tN = e ;
tD = c ;
dsndx = zeros (1 ,4∗dim ) ;
dtndx = dedx ;
dtddx = dcdx ;
e l s e i f sN > sD
sN = sD ;
tN = e+b ;
tD = c ;
dsndx = dsddx ;
dtndx = dedx + dbdx ;
dtddx = dcdx ;
end
end
i f tN < 0
tN = 0 ;
dtndx = zeros (1 ,4∗dim ) ;
i f −d < 0
sN = 0 ;
dsndx = zeros (1 ,4∗dim ) ;
e l s e i f −d > a
sN = sD ;
dsndx = dsddx ;
else
sN = −d ;
sD = a ;
dsndx = −dddx ;
dsddx = dadx ;
end
e l s e i f tN > tD
tN = tD ;
dtndx = dtddx ;
i f (−d+b) < 0
sN = 0 ;
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dsndx = zeros (1 ,4∗dim ) ;
e l s e i f (−d+b) > a
sN = sD ;
dsndx = dsddx ;
else
sN = −d + b ;
sD = a ;
dsndx = −dddx + dbdx ;
dsddx = dadx ;
end
end
i f abs ( sN) < eps
sC = 0 ;
dscdx = zeros (1 ,4∗dim ) ;
else
sC = sN/sD ;
dscdx = (1/sD)∗ dsndx − ( sN/(sDˆ2))∗ dsddx ;
end
i f abs ( tN) < eps
tC = 0 ;
dtcdx = zeros (1 ,4∗dim ) ;
else
tC = tN/tD ;
dtcdx = (1/tD)∗ dtndx − ( tN/(tDˆ2))∗ dtddx ;
end
dP = w+(sC∗u)−(tC∗v ) ;
dPdw = I ;
dPdu = sC∗ I ;
dPdv = −tC∗ I ;
dPdsc = u ’ ;
dPdtc = −v ’ ;
ddP dx = [dPdw dPdu dPdv dPdsc dPdtc ] ∗ [ dwdx ; dudx ; dvdx ; dscdx ; dtcdx ] ;
sqDis t = dP∗dP ’ ;
dd dx = 2∗dP∗ddP dx ;
end
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